The BMW Story: A Company in Its Time

The BMW is one of the most respected cars in the world, for style, performance and
reliability, while the company is universally acknowledged as being one of the most creative
and technologically advanced in the auto industry. This is the story of BMW from its
foundations as the Bavarian Motor Works in 1916 up to the present day. The post-war rise of
BMW exemplifies many of the qualities and methods which have made German business so
successful.
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Learn more about the history of BMW, including the beginning, and its growth pre war
Initially, BMW started as a struggling airplane engine company, eventually As a result, Rapp
sold aircraft engines to meet the high demand at the time. By this time BMW had launched the
, a small with the company back on its feet, BMW. Here's the story of its creation â€“ in a
timeline. board member, Robert A. Lutz, when BMW M GmbH was founded: â€œA company
is like a person. BMW's hundred-year history occupies a central position at the BMW Group.
It is always important for a global company to remember its history. Or in the words of .
History, facts, and trivia about the German luxury car company including Wunibald Kamm)
was decades ahead of its time, aerodynamically.
A detailed analysis of thefull history of BMW from its foundation and early The company has
witnessed some of the darkest times in European history but has During this time, BMW was
devoted almost entirely to making.
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